Solution Brief

Digitization Of Logistics
With Arvato Systems

Our Logistics
Expertise

At Arvato Systems, we are driving the digital transformation along the supply chain
with our innovative SCM and logistics solutions. With our „Business Transformation
Roadmap“ consulting approach, we work with our customers to create the ideal
roadmap for optimizing their logistics processes and supply chains - whether from
Procure to Pay to Make to Stock and Inbound to Outbound to Order to Cash. With
our expertise in integrated end-to-end processes, we ensure long-term business
success.
As a long-standing SAP Gold Partner, our expertise includes consulting services and
implementations of SAP solutions such as SAP S/4HANA, SAP EWM or SAP TM.
On the other hand, we also succeed in closing digitization gaps in logistics with our
specially developed cloud platform platbricks® - as supplements to our SAP solutions
or as a stand-alone logistics solution. This enables us to individually adapt the
optimization options along the supply chain to the requirements, needs and initial
situations of our customers.

–

We have many years of
implementation and digitization
experience with SAP technology

–

We understand logistics and
warehouse processes as an integrative
part of end-to-end business processes

–

We transform and optimize existing
SAP systems and integrate innovative
solutions, e.g. based on the SAP
Business Technology Platform or
Microsoft Azure („SAP with Azure“)

–

We efficiently execute international
roll-outs with our experience from
global projects at our locations
worldwide

–

We bring in best practices and addons from our digitization projects of
logistics companies

STANDARDIZED PROCESSES IN THE FIELD OF ERP AND DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN
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COLLABORATION PLATFORMS

Closing Digitization Gaps With platbricks®
A platform with standard interfaces to ERP/WMS systems, a control center with real-time capability, expandable process logics and
configuration options, easy-to-use apps and 100 percent software-as-a-service billing - that‘s what our cloud logistics platform
platbricks® offers. As a digital modular system, platbricks® can be used to intelligently and flexibly control internal and cross-company
logistics processes and execute them on the move with smart wearebles.

Excellent Logistics IT
In addition to efficiency, sustainability and future-proofing, we also clearly stand for innovation in the digital transformation of the supply
chain. With mobile logistics apps, chatbots or AI & Analytics, we show companies what modern and efficient logistics looks like today and
which trends of tomorrow they should already be focusing on now.
The success of our work is also reflected in numerous awards. In its ISG Provider Lens™ Quadrant Report Germany 2020, for example, the
technology research and consulting company ISG ranked us as a leader in the field of digital supply chain transformation. The consulting
firm PAC also recognized us several times in its „PAC Innovation Radar - AI-related Services in Germany 2020“. And with our cloud
platform platbricks, we won the Digital Leader Award in the „Create Impact“ category, which honors Germany‘s digital pioneers.

You have questions, need information or a contact?
Get in touch with us.
Arvato Systems | Siegbert Strauch | Senior Manager Sales & Business
Development
Tel.: +49 5241 80-70770| E-Mail: logistics@bertelsmann.de
arvato-systems.de
As a globally active IT specialist, Arvato Systems supports renowned companies with digital transformation.
Our approximately 3,100 employees at more than 25 locations around the world have high-level technical skills
and industry expertise, and they focus intently on meeting client needs. We work together as a team to develop
innovative IT solutions, take our clients into the cloud, integrate digital processes, and assume responsibility for
operating IT systems and providing accompanying support. Together with Arvato, which is part of the Bertelsmann
Group, we are also able to map entire value-added chains. We ensure that our business relationships with our
clients are both personal and based on a trusting partnership. This allows us to achieve long-term success together.
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